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HARD-AXIS MAGNETORESISTANCE ANDMETAMAGNETIC TRANSITION IN UPdSn�H. Nakotte, S. Chang, A.M. AlsmadiPhysis Department, New Mexio State University, Las Crues, NM 88003, USAM.H. Jung, A.H. LaerdaPulsed Field Faility, NHMFL, Los Alamos National LaboratoryLos Alamos NM, 87545, USAK. Proke²BENSC, Hahn Meitner Institute, D-141 09, Berlin, GermanyE. Brük and M. MihalikVan der Waals-Zeeman Instituut, Universiteit van Amsterdam1018 XE Amsterdam, The Netherlands(Reeived July 10, 2002)The magneti phase diagram of UPdSn for �elds applied along the axis has been determined by means of magnetoresistane and neutron-di�ration studies. We established that the 13 T -axis transition is on-neted with the 25 K zero-�eld transition, below whih additional x-ompo-nents to the magneti moments are found.PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 75.30.Kz, 75.50.EeThe hexagonal ompound UPdSn has attrated substantial attention inthe past deade sine the uranium 5f eletrons exhibit a more loalizedharater whih is rather unusual among uranium intermetallis. The mag-neti properties of UPdSn are highly anisotropi with the  axis as the hardmagnetization diretion [1℄. Neutron di�ration established a omplex non-ollinear antiferromagneti arrangement of U magneti moments within the� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(987)



988 H. Nakotte et al.b� plane below 40 K, followed by a seond antiferromagneti transition atabout 25 K, where additional x-omponents to the moments were found [2℄.Both magneti phases are of orthorhombi symmetry, whih leads to the for-mation of three magneti domains. For magneti �elds applied in the basalplane, the magneti phase diagram was studied extensively and signi�antdomain repopulation e�ets as well as a spin-�op transition at about 3 Twere found [2℄.For �elds applied along the  axis, however, a small but signi�ant stepat about 13 T had been reported [1℄, and its phase boundaries had not beenstudied to date. The purpose of the present study is to determine whetherthis step in the magnetization is intrinsi to UPdSn or whether it had beenan experimental artifat or due to a misaligned rystallite. It should be notedthat our studies were performed on a di�erent single rystal than used inthe previous studies. Here, we present the results of magnetoresistane andneutron-di�ration studies on UPdSn in magneti �elds applied along the axis.The magnetoresistane studies were performed in the 20 T superon-duting magnet at the Pulsed Field Faility, NHMFL, Los Alamos NationalLaboratory. We performed two kinds of experiments: temperature sans at�xed �elds and �eld sans at �xed temperatures. The results are shown inFig. 1. In zero �eld, we observe two transitions at about 40 K and 25 K

Fig. 1. Temperature dependene of the magnetoresistane of UPdSn at variousmagneti �elds applied along the  axis. In the inset, the �eld dependene of themagnetoresistane at various temperatures is shown.



Hard-Axis Magnetoresistane and : : : 989in good agreement with previous studies [1℄. From the temperature sansat �xed �elds, we �nd that the 40 K transition is only marginally a�etedby the applied �eld, while the 25 K transition moves to lower temperatureswith inreasing �elds up to about 10 T, above whih the transition is nolonger visible. This observation is onsistent with the results of the �eldsans at �xed temperatures. Only for temperatures below 25 K, we observea drop in the eletrial resistane due to the metamagneti transition. Atthe lowest temperatures measured, the magnetoresistane transition oursat about 12 T, in good agreement with the 13 T from previous magnetizationmeasurements.From the anomalies in our temperature and �elds sans, we were able toonstrut the magneti phase diagram of UPdSn for B k  axis. The result isshown in Fig. 2, whih provides lear evidene that the 12 T -axis transitionis onneted with the 25 K zero-�eld phase boundary. Thus, the resultsindiate that appliation of a magneti �eld along the  axis suppresses thex-axis omponents of the magneti moments, whih form below 25 K, whilethere is little e�et on the b� moment on�guration that is stable between25 and 40 K in zero �eld.

Fig. 2. Magneti phase diagram of UPdSn for �elds applied along the  axis. Trian-gles (irles) represent the points obtained from temperature sweeps (�eld sweeps).The lines are guides to the eye.To verify the above piture, we performed neutron-di�ration experi-ments in magneti �elds applied along the  axis at BENSC, Hahn MeitnerInstitute. This faility has a 15 T vertial-�eld split-pair magnet (17 T witha Dy booster) with large angular in-plane aess that allows monitoring themagneti intensities of all three domains at the same time. The intensitiesof some magneti re�etions of one partiular domain are shown in Fig. 3.



990 H. Nakotte et al.Upon appliation of a magneti �eld, similar behavior was found for theequivalent re�etions of all three domains (whih rules out any substantialdomain repopulation e�ets). As an be seen in Fig. 3, the (010) re�etionstarts loosing intensity higher than 12 T, while no signi�ant hange is foundfor the other re�etions. Sine the (010) re�etion is a measure of the orderparameter of the x-axis omponent to the magneti moment [2℄, this is learproof that the appliation of �elds along the  axis indeed suppresses thex-axis omponent. It would be worthwhile to identify theoretial modelsthat an explain suh urious behavior.

Fig. 3. Field dependene of the integrated intensities of seleted magneti re�etionsof one partiular domain (orthorhombi notation). The lines are guides to the eye.This work was supported by a grant from NSF (grant number: DMR-0094241). Work at the NHMFL was performed under the auspies of theNSF (INT-9722777), the US Department of Energy and the State of Florida.REFERENCES[1℄ F.R. de Boer et al., Physia B 176, 275 (1992).[2℄ H. Nakotte et al., Phys. Rev. B58, 9269 (1998)


